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[Feat. Nas]

[Estelle:]
Let's just fall in love (ooh-ooh)
So we could fall in love
(Ba ba ba ba)
(Nas- Let's fall in Love)
We could fall in love [x2]
(Nas- When it's real it can last to the end)
Lo-ooo-ve
Be on the stars and the moon and the sky, let's fall in
love

[Verse 1: Estelle]
I see you, know you see me too
'Cause you're slowing down
Put some extra pep in my step
Now, I'm trying to be cool make you turn around and
check me out
We walk by each other daily
But there's something 'bout today that says maybe
The street signs, the city lights, all the stars, could lead
me to you
And you know

If it's okay with you
If it's okay with you, let's go
Go to some place that we don't know
Do need a reason baby we might be crazy
I'm thinking, we should fall in love

We could fall in love (ba ba ba)
Be on the stars and the moon and the sky
Just fall in love (ba ba ba)

[Verse 2: Estelle]
Let's go slow
We got all the time we could ever need
We could catch a movie and possibly
We could get together more frequently
I can't believe it'
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We walk by each other daily
But there's something bout today that says maybe
The street signs, the city lights, all the stars could lead
me to you
And you know

If it's okay with you, let's go
Go to someplace that we don't know
Don't need a reason baby
We might be crazy
Thinking, we should fall in love
We could fall in love

[Verse 3: Nas]
If it ain't a son in them air force ones
With all this Rose and all these blunts
Who dares violates you must get stopped
Who the king of New York and Don't say trump
Nas the name I used to holla at dames
Let em ring the bell at the stock exchange
Put her in chanel her Reeboks were lame
Had her front row at the boxing ring
What happened to you girl you're not the same
Top floor [? ] we're not playing
Feeling better than I ever did
Nothing negative niggas talk rhetoric
I'm a soldier of love ask Sade
More like frank only do it my way
It don't matter what the blogs say
I go hard like ain't nobody signed me

[Chorus]
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